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Energy
OPEC+ meeting: OPEC+ members meet in Vienna on 1-2 July where the main discussion point will
be whether the group will extend production cuts through into the second half of the year. We
believe that broader macro uncertainty and concerns over demand growth will force OPEC+ to
continue with the deal. As usually is the case, the big unknown is whether Russia will agree to
continue with the deal. However the potential downside risk in the market in the event of a no
deal will likely be enough to persuade Russia to continue.

Assuming cuts are extended, we hold a constructive view towards the market. We should see a
seasonal pick-up in demand over 3Q which, combined with continued cuts from OPEC+ and further
declines from Venezuela and Iran (which are exempt from the deal), should see a tightening in the
global oil balance.

But before this meeting, broader markets will be closely watching developments at the G-20
summit today and tomorrow, and more specifically how trade talks between Presidents Trump
and Xi play out. Another notable meeting that will take place at the G-20 is between Russian
President Vladimir Putin and Saudi Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman.

Metals
Codelco strike ends: After 14 days of striking, workers at Codelco’s Chuquicamata copper mine
have accepted the latest offer for a collective contract from the company, which will see miners
return to work on Friday. The mine, which produced 321kt of copper last year, had been operating
at over 60% of capacity during the industrial action, avoiding any major supply losses over the
period.

Zinc forward curve: The LME zinc cash/3m spread eased further to US$78/t yesterday, compared
to US$122/t at the start of the week and year-to-date highs of US$161/t towards the end of May.
Rising supply of zinc concentrate and higher exchange stocks have been improving the
metal's availability in the physical market and weighed on the LME spot prices. Earlier, Chinese
customs data showed that zinc concentrate imports into the country increased 48% month-on-
month (+1% year-on-year) to 264.5kt in May, with YTD imports still down 6.2% YoY to 1.24mt,
reflecting that supplies have been improving in recent months.

Agriculture
IGC forecasts: The International Grains Council has lowered its soybean and corn production
forecasts for 2019/20 due to poor crop conditions in the US. Latest estimates show global corn
production falling to 1,095mt in 2019/20 compared to its May estimate of 1,118mt, and 2018/19
production of 1,130mt. Similarly, soybean production estimates are revised down from 358mt to
349mt for 2019/20. Global demand estimates were left largely unchanged which would see
inventories falling by 48mt YoY for corn and by 9mt YoY for soybean. Wheat production estimates
are revised higher on better crop conditions in Russia and Europe.
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